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Prof GERVET Carmen is a computer scientist specialized in optimization ad decision aid under uncertainty.
She is currently professor at the university of Montpellier, France, and responsible for the Master of
Geomatics, and adjoint director of the UMR ESPACE-DEV. She is also vice-president of the recruiting
scientific commission of researchers “data and models” for IRD. Her research interest focus on the modelling
of complex combinatorial problem using Artificial intelligence methods such as constraint-based reasoning
and operations research techniques. She develops new methodologies of iterative development to tackle
real-world problems and hybrid methods including regression analysis to reason with data uncertainty
specified as data intervals in robust optimization. She has worked on renewable energy applications in
developing countries and is currently working on projects for the spatio-temporal analysis in environmental
health science. She is the recipient of a Marie Curie CIG (Career Integration Grant) award, and was the
recipient of a UK Global Research award by the Royal Academy of Engineerning, which supported a
sabbatical year at Brown University (USA) in 2006. She was also the recipient of 2 grants from the Egyptian
government and Hubert Curien Partnership in France to carry out joitn research on energy planning and
uncertainty management.
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